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Students speak outlor academic change

Students. challenge administration
bY Marchel'le Renise Barber

pressing their concern and support for
Macy DeShazer, an assistant professor
of English who decided to leave Xavier
he Committee for Acaclemic
.
A small, newly formed group of Xav- to teach and direct a women's studies
Change, the Black Student Assoier students called The Committee for
program at Wake Forest University.
ciation (BSA), ·and Xavier admin..:. · Academic Change, along with the help
DeShazer said that it was difficult to
of· the Black Student Association (BSA), organize the march. "I don't think you
istration and faculty met in the Univerheld a protest on Xavier University's
sity Center's OKI Room to discUss
are going to get a majority of students
solutions to recent pleas for more black
Inall area on April· 8.
at Xavier to demonstrate for anything. I
and female professors.
About SO students and faculty carried don't think this is a generation of stusignS and passed out fliers that sought
Joseph Bowman, Conner president of
dents on the whole who have as much
BSA, said Xavier should pay more atto promote the hiring of more female
experience as people of my generation
and black· faculty at Xavier.
tention to the issue of hiring more fehave had (with marches); It (Xavier) is a
male and black· professors.
Sophomore Mary Kay Rehard, protest conservative place:'
organizer, said that the objective of the
"We can't continue ... to worry about
As of 1985 alone, 15 women profesmarch was to raise the consciousness of sors have left Xavier.
our economic probleins and avoid our
social problems;' said Bowman. "We
the need for more female and black
"We have had. a number of female
professors leave Xavier because they felt
have found solutions to our' deficit and
studies and faculty on campus. Also, .
now it's time to concentrate on our sothe march was designed to inform peothey were not treated fairly;' said Lynda
ple of the forum that was held April 13. Hart, an assistant English professor.
cial problems:'
.'
DeShazer said that some progress has
Mary DeShazer, "'5Sis.tant professor of ,
English,. said, '1t seems. to me we need
Students and faculty were also exbeen made, but the changes are still
to ask for· departmental commitment to
work on hiring and retaining women
and black faculty as well as.for university coinmitment:'
DeS~r has recently decided to
The following statistics pertain to
leave. Xavier to teach at Wake Forest
the
enrollment· of students and facUniversity in North· Carolina where she
ulty
for the 1986-87 academic year:
..
will head a womens studies department, '
StUdent·Enrollmenf
T0ta1~.,.....~~0f,,:-.- "'.'!.:..,·.
teach .f'eWer c1asse5fana n!Ceive a larger
Sex:
salary..
Female
3241
52
Male
3024
48
We have found . solutions to
Total Enrollment
6265
100

by Marchel'le Renise Barber
Staff Reporter

.
T

Staff Reporter

ineffective.
Several of the protesters .suggested
that the Xavier administration should
implement women's studies and AfroAmerican programs, ·along with increasing efforts to recruit more minority and
female professors.
·
DeShazer said that. she has made. efforts to talk· with various administrators
about implementing a .women's studiei. ·
program; however, she has not gotten
very far.
One student, Jacquetta Colbert, a
communication arts major and a member at large for the BSA, felt that the
march was necessary. "(Xavier) doesn't
have enough black profeSSOi's here, and
we want to let them know that we are
concerned and that we· do know t~re is
a problem here at Xavier University;'
Colbert said.

Enrolment fact sheet

our deficit and now its time to
concentrate on our social
problems.
DeShazer said that while there are
statistics on how many women and
black faculty are at· Xavier, it would be
interesting to know how many are even
interviewed.
''There could also be fact sheets that
would examine the hiring practices of
different departments. ·Maybe it would
be useful to know how many women
candidates and how Iriany black candidates haw been considered;' DeShazer
said.
In response, Dr. Paul Collela, chairman of the philosophy department,
claimed he has sought women and minorities to teach in the philosophy departmer:i.t by placing ads in The American Philosophical Association Listing of
Jobs fr)r Philosophers. According to Collela, ·about 170 people responded to this
ad and only eight to 10 were women,
and one was black.
Colella said that interviews were set
up with 25 of the best applicants. The
finalist list included all the women applicants and the black applicant.
Colella said the interviewing process
was difficult.
"It was very frustrating," said Colella.
"The black man that I intervieWed told
me he would never consider teaching ·
more than six hours. Of the women we
were able to interview, .they got. offers
from .other universities. You. are only as
strong as the, offer you're able to put on
the table. As it stands right now, the
offers we (Xavier) .can put: on the table
are. not that attractive compared to the
offers from other schools:' '

Ethnic Origin:
Asian
94
1.5
American Indian
18
.3
Black
443
7
Hispanic
99
1.6
Non-resident alien
98
1.6
White
5513
88
Total Enrollment
6265
100
*oUt of the 372 faculty, SO are women
and ll are black. This is equivalent to 13
percent women and three percent blacks.

Sabra Hayes photo

Demonstrators Calvin Lee and Barb Harris answer the question expressed by the
protest march, April 8, concerning female and minority faculty hiring.
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Xavier handicapped by poor facilities
by Suzanne Hoxsey
Staff Reporter

.·
·:··, ..

with handicapped access. Husman,
where both Meador and Anderson live,
has three suites with bathrooms that are
equipped for the disabled. According to
the Residence Life office, this number
will be ·increased if the need for more
facilities for the disabled should arise.

When the average Xavier student
walks into a class he usually does not
consider walking a personal truimph,
but to students like Penni Anderson and
Rick Meador, it is.
At the present time, Anderson and
. Anderson and Meador both have
her female suitemate are the only
physical disabilities that make getting to
women livirig on the wing. Anderson
class more than just rolling ·out of bed
does not mind this living arrangement.
and running across the street. On XavShe said, "I get along great ·with the
·. · ier's campus there are only four class'" room buildings equipped with handiguys. They watch out for me kind of
like a little sister:'
, capped<.access at the present time: CBA,
> Alter, · University Center, and the
Many able-bodied students are also
;. O'Conrior Sports. Center. This not only
beginning to realize that the lack of
limits the handicapped person's ability to handicapped acces5 on Xavier's campus
is a problem. For instance, sophomore
get arolind, but also their course
. selection.
Margaret O'Gorman thinks that it is
.· Anderson, a sophomore English ma-.
time for Xavier to update the old build. jor, said this situation "kind of makes
ings such' as· Logan and Alumni and
me mad because 'I can't take any science ·. add ramps to a campus that she describes as "all steps;'
classes', and unless something is ·done
O'Gorman said, ''You have .to admire
, > . . . ':\Sabl:a Hayes j,hoio ;· :!1~tth~~~ve to go someplace else
the people. with handicaps who come to
·Penni ·Anderson ·
. · ,·.·.··As ·far as on-campus housing is conXavier because they have to have a lot
. :.:> ·»:,:
. ·c:e~, there is only one residence hall
. of de~erinination to get around:'

"
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··.Leadership ability key to alivatds
by Karen Stinson
Staff Reporter
The first annual Outstanding
Leadership Awards Reception
was held April 12 in the main
dining room of the University
Center. The reception was to
honor those Xavier students and
faculty who have excelled in
leadership positions in cocurricular activities.
The idea of an Outstanding
Leadership Awards Reception
grew out of last year's Fall
Leadership Conference, sponsored by Student Activities.
Michele Feliberty, a freshman
SGA senator who worked on
the conference, said, ''We
thought it would be important
to recognize people who do a
lot of the behind-the-scenes
work and a lot of times don't
get recognized for it:·
Jim Miller, a graduate assistant in Student Activities, sees
Sabra Ha]IP.i photo
ROTC student Stephanie Crawford and date are "up in anns" at the the value in cocurricular involvement. "A great percentage
Military Ball, April 11.
of your learning is in the classroom, and a good practical
PIME MISSIONARIES
understanding would be
living the Gc>spel in
through clubs and organizathe THIRD WORLD with
tions;' Miller said.
the poor arid unchurched
The X-I<ey Achievement
Awards recognize cocurricular
involvement on the basis of a
point system. The position of
"resident assistant;' for example,
is allotted 12 points, and "club
member" receives one point.

Young men 18-35, interested in free booklet about life as
a missionary priest in PIME fill out the coupon below and
send to:
PIME VOCATION DEPARTMENT,
3731 West 62nd Street

Chicago, Illinois 60629
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _
Address ___________________________________________________________

~

City _____________________ Staet _______ Zip _ _ __

Whet.her you're leaving home, t.he residence halls,
or an old roommate, there ore some things you
should know about. rent.Ing on apartment.I
This workshop, an
a.\]t)~\t.&<tm\t.-hm\t.nmtr ~nw@lll

hanmimir.
will provide you wllh Information on
neighborhoods, ulilll.les, leases, landlord/lenanl
relat.lons,safet.y, and more. more, morel!!
TUESDAY, Al'Rll. 2!1
\\l.'.l>NESl>AV. Al'Rll. 29
WEDNESDAY. APRii. 29

11 :lO - I :IMl REGIS R00!\1
11 :lO - I :!Ml OH 10 R00!\1
7:1MI - K:lO IWW.!\1AN 1.0UNCilo
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don't o·aet recoanizedfor
o••

S.J., ·Award, presented to Xavier's outstanding male and fe•
male senior student athletes. ,
it.
Senior Mary Beth Schriner is
the first recipient of the DoroYear Award. Dave Coleman,
thy Day Medal, which recogassistant director of Student Ac- nizes a senior Xavier student
tivities, was recognized for
who has excelled in pursuing
being named ''New Professional
the Jesuit ideals of the service
of the Year" by the National
of faith and the promotion of
Association of Student Personjustice.
nel Administrators.
Rob Noschang received the
The Trustee Award, instituted Fr. Finn Award, presented by
this year, is presented to a
the Alumni Board of Governors
maximum of six students who
to a graduating senior in recognition of leadership and breadth
of activities.
As this was Xavier's first inWord Processing Service
clusive awards recognition,
there were questions raised and
Resumes
Term Papers
organizational lapses.
829-9889
Dina Mansour-Cole, director
-of Student .Activities and University Center, said that while
an ad was run in The Xavier
Newswire and posters were
placed around campus inviting
all students to the reception, invitations were sent primarily to
organizations' officers. While
some invitations contained inserts asking the officer to remind everyone in his or her
club of the reception, many invitations did not contain this
insert. Students thought that the
reception was limited to those
who received invitations, or
that those who received invitations were going .to receive
awards. Some officers, moreover, received no invitation.
While Trustees Awards recognize service and leadership
"during the current academic
year;' all its recipients were seniors. This was a coincidence,
Mansour-Cole said, because
some award finalists were sophomores and juniors. Nevertheless, she said, this is something
the final selection committee
(which consists of· Or. Shriberg
and the ·Board of Trustees) will
have to look· out for.

According to Feliberty, point
allotment for the X-I<ey Awards
also faces revision. Feliberty,
who helped adapt the University of Akron's point system for
Xavier, believes points should
go to weekly liturgy planning,
for example, and service on
senate committees.
Twenty-nine students received
silver X-l<eys, which require 40
points, and 16 students were
awarded gold X-l<eys which require 60 points.

w

Pat Hogan photo

Paul Sittenfeld, member of the Board of Trustees, emphasizes the
importance of leadership as a learning experience.
Dr. Paul Fiorelli, of the achave demonstrated outstanding
overall service and leadership,
counting and law department,
who revived the Pre-law Socion or off campus, for the beneety, received the Advisor of the fit of the Xavier community
during the current academic
year. The Board of Trustees ExWe thought it would be cellence in Leadership Awards
went to seniors Christine Bachimportant to recognize man, Paul Darwish, Donna
Forte, Bridget MacMillan, Nopeople who do a lot of reen Paxton and Li Viqueira.
Kate Phelan of the womens
the behind-the-scenes
baslcetball team and Robert
Summe of the swim team were
work and a lot of times awarded the Paul J. O'CoMor,
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~()lc»UY,0P~r:~cted for oevv ppsit,iqn· . · CQ~:ms.·

.bY Kimberly Grote

.·bi/ George, Gordon .

Managing Editor

·Dr. Stanley E. Hedeen, professor of biology at Xavier University, was recently named the
new dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences effective July
1.
Hedeen, who has been teaching at Xavier for 19 years, was
notified of his selection as the
new dean April 8. He teaches
bfology, zoology, ecology and
specialized courses in the biology department. He. holds a
bachelor's ·degree in ·biology
from Augustana .College· and a
doctorate in zoology from the
University of Minnesota.
Hedeen· succeeds Dr.· Charles
J. CusiCk who announced at the
beginning. of this school year
that he was resigning his
position.
Hedeen was one of the final
four candidates interviewed for
the job, being one of two candidates already teaching here at
Xavier. '1 felt it was important
for an internal person to step
into the job-one who had a
knowledge of the tradition, the
problems, the .past-attempted
solutions, of the people and of
the students at Xavier;• he said.
From his experience as chairman of ·the biology department
from 198(}.83, Hedeen was able
to practice administrative skills
needed in the dean's job. In his
years here at Xavier, he has
served on the Board of Undergraduate Studies, the Edgecliff
Core Curriculum, Rank and
Tenure, and Budget
Comnlittees~ ·
AS dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, Hedeen will
oversee the budget, deal with
questions about the curriculum
and the hiring and retention of
faculty, and interact with
students.
"Just the basic duties [of the
dean] are challenging;' said Hedeen. "The dean's job is more
as a facilitator of ·the faculty
and student· desires ··and whatever needs are perceived· by
them, [these needs] will form
the programming. of my years
as dean:'

Off Campus
·Housing
• Walk to campus
•Free heat
•Cable
• Parking
$205.00 and up

Oxford Apts
IOOIDMI 1119.
Cllll ~at

m .......

.

...

C~i:eer Planning and Placement

Counsefur

....

. ...

Dr. Stanley Hedeen counsels biology major Bob Flick.
Hedeen said his immediate
attention will be focused on the
concerns which have emerged
recently, namely, the hiring of
women and minority faculty
and the North Central accreditation of the university which
occurs every 10 years.
As for the recent student and
faculty protest concerning the
hiring of women and minority
professors, Hedeen said, "I am
all for any evidence of student
involvement in their education.
I hope future attempts will be
based on facts to the greatest
extent possible since I don't
think all the facts were known,
or (they were) possibly
miscontrued:'
One negative aspect of. the
new position, .according to Hedeen, is that he will have less
direct contact with students. He
explains that as a professor, his
occupation is to interact with
the students. As dean, student
interaction becomes only part
of the job. "Now I will deal
with more faculty concerns and
paperwork," he said;·

When asked if· he will miss
teaching, Hedeen replied, "Oh,
sure. If it were an even choice,
I would pick the teaching position to start out, but after 19
years, it's interesting to try
something different:· He will
continue to teach one ecology
·course in the spring semester.
Hedeen recalls one of his favorite teaching memories which
occurred when he had to bail a
student out of jail after an ecology field trip. He said the stu- ·
dent had left the field trip to
Adams County a little early so
he could make a Peter, Paul &
Mary concert on time. When
Hedeen and the rest of the students were returning later, they
passed the studel_\t who had
been stopped for speeding. The
whole procession of cars then
turned around and followed the ·
student and the police car back
to the court house in W!st
Union where they all pulled
their money in· order to· bail
him out. And he did make the
concert, said Hedeen.
Hedeen is comfortable staying

Desperately seeking responsible,
intell.igent, mature junior or senior
ct)llege student ·to _assist the manager
of a 149-unit apartment complex on
evenings and weekends.
Please call Ms. Madden
at 541-0308

here at Xavier. He values the
small size of the university and
the closeness of the faculty and
students. "Xavier takes values
seriously. Education is more
than just teaching a moralization of amoral facts-it also
teaches ethical consideration of
issues;' he said. "This university
deals with issues of both reason
and faith and educates for both
confidence and conscience:'

·

·

Jobs for the summer are
available through Career Planning and Placement. Summer is
a. good time to make long-term
career plans and to explore career options. ·CP&P will be
open all summer from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., from May 25 until August 17.
If you are a senior still looking for a job, do not despair.
This hiring season has been
slow in decision making as
companies consider their personnel needs carefully.
Some graduates hold off their
job search campaign until the
end of classes. If you are in
that position, the weeks just ,
after the end of school offer .an
excellent oportunity to talk
with a CP&P counselor and to
begin exploring job
oppportunities.
Likewise, if you have decided
against graduate school, and
would now like to look for a
job, see CP&P regarding the
· Resume Referral Service. This
service enables you· to place
your resuine on file with ·us
while allowing us to refer you
to employers.
·

11

Next Best Thing
to Living There''
Off Campus Hou~ing
. \: ;._

. : ::.

·' ,:>-'

..

. Eff., 1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apts.

Link Complex
For Rental Information
Call Karen
· 621-6644 or 396-7987

\i\eMajorID
•
·'
orm

Payments!

Student Loans
The economics
.Are ()ur
ofa colle~e eduFavorite
cation-it samajor
Subiect. ..
concern. That's why

Fifth Thirdoffers a
variety of plans including.·
the Guaranteed Student
Loan ~d Plus programs to.
he!J> reduce the fuianctal
obllgatioils of )'.Our college
education. We'llprocess
your studentJoan q\lickly-

J

so you can get on
to more imponant
subjects. So look to
Filth Third for our.
major solutions and
a payment plan that
is minor in com_parison.
Stop by any Fifih Third
Banking Center or call our
Student ~ ~o~e at
513-579-5649{Cmannat1)or · .
at 513.;.u;t-7157 (Dayton)... ·

lil1_fl=!!f!!f,_6!!'KIJ.
c filrh Tlllldllonl.

11111.Mrmbe1f.D.l.~1-.1-,.,,sr11em.

Just a thought...
by Anthony Kovalik
Perspective Editor

Rewards and award ceremonies ·

..

For leadership and academics were as numerous last week as are
the blooming tulips on the campus lawn-and that's a great good.

It is nice to see someone cares
Or even notices a job well done. It's nice to. See. sttidents have
enough concern about their teachers to protest when they leave
and that teachers care enough about their students to gi~ them a
pat on the back-just enough support to help us all survive these
last few weeks of school.

Yet something would be amiss
If I did not mention how much Xaviers freshly landscaped campus will help us too. Last week, when I saw the maintenance men
spreading new cedar mulch and green lawn guys spra~ their
florescent yellow fertilizer, I felt touched that someone, m the last
month of school, would care enough to make us, trapped on campus, aware of Spring.

And I would go quite wrong
If I did not express my gratitude. So, to all you maintenance
engineers, green lawn men, and anyone else who helped plant
those tulips. Thank you.

.. _

Dorothy Day medal do~s ·not reward ~II ·. .
h uld be a student not only

by Mary Kay ~hard
Guest Columnist
.

.

0f

h.

A~ the ~mg. tt .academic year, Un~versity n;:s~ry
~d Programs m Peace an usbee came together fo~ mutu~
em~wennent. ·A ~t ~histhe

ongo~ encounter s Da
to
creation
)to h af . h has been
osed
lived
consihrs0nughy an 'al
.
d
:, t
ardchanging54:rvice ~ t
.rtals ttow tures The re:'pk~t
S0C1
s rue
·
of this honor, it was decided,

Do=

of~
~
sem~r: t~ =~tively
~,

year. This year, one senior
be recognized and honored as
award deoded to contmue with
clearly stood ap~ in her work well. In other words, there has
th~ o~al plan; ~o, ~though
her perserverance in service,
for peace and 1usbce, and one
been a decision to make a thor- this years ~aduat~ class has
but also-and perhaps more
medal has been awarded.
ough effort, beginning next .
been recognized for its excep·
rtantly-should be an inAs one who contributed to
year, to do just that-to celetional contribution to the Xav~~~ figure in the spirit of
this decision, however, I feel the brate · the whole body of seniors ier community and the commuDorothy Day herself
need to express a concern
who· have committed themselves nity abroad, it has gone
The medals are intended to
which arose from Unive~ity
to the same values embodied
unnoticed at this year's ~vier
demonstrate the university's
Ministry and Programs m Peace by Dorothy Day. .
Leadership Awards Reception. It
commitment to celebrate values and Justice's first effort .to con"Why not this year?" seniors is hoped, however, that next
grounded in the Jesuit ideal of
fer such an ·honor. The medal
may ask. Unfortunately, that
year. this first step in the acthe service of faith and the pro- says
than
It is :1.
valid question was not raised
students
motion of justice. In an effort
recognition of that uruque spmt until a week before the medal's who bve out Christian values
to encourage collegiality in peainspires persons to
presentation which was two ·
will be expanded so. as tochexcemaking and ministry; and to
tmue m the often thankless
weeks ago. In order to avoid
elude. no one deserving su
discourage self-interest~ compe- of actively working for peace
haphazardly remedying the ovrec0grution.
·
tition; the medals are not reand justice. That is noht to say
ersight, those presenting the
rved
ingl
. .
there are not others w o must
se
to a s e recipient per
.--------------'-------------------------,

~:rthy of recognition for his or

~~re
~hich.

~·

knowl~nt o~ t~

cojob~-

Students needed for change
On Monday, April 13, I attend a meeting hosted by a group
called. the "Committee for Academic Change:' Approximately 25
people were present, more faculty than students. To my surprise,
this group was not self-interested nor radical. Rather important
issues were debated with intelligent comments and suggestions.
All that attended agreed that. Xavier needs to stop and assess
their position for now and tomorrow. All that attended agreed that
Xavier needs to offer more to the teachers. Tough problems, tough
solutions.
Representing you, the Xavier student, I .believe the~ is a part to
play. Student representation on the co~m1ttees tha! ~re our te~ch
ers is vital when we pay for their salanes. And this 1s not asking
too much. I am a firm believer that all universities exist solely on
energy from their students. Xavier is what you malce it. And not
just student workers, just student government perso~l, but all
create this school. When you are asked for your services, remember these words. Thank you.
-Jeanne Hamilton
Student Government President

Karen StinsOll

An eager participant in the annual Easter egg hunt· for the handicapped, April 11, hugs· his new
furry friend.
.

Attitudes toward hypOcrisy are two-faced
by Paul G. Kochmanski
Guest Columnist

see these people everywhere, es-

pecially ·in religious and political groups~
Think about what bothers
Well, I'm sony folks, but I
you most about some people.
don't see hypocrisy in so bad a
Two of the most popular critilight. First of all, how many of
cisms seem to be. obnoxiousness us are completely innocent of
or snobbery, but nothing seems
this "vile" charge? Who among
us has not, at one time or anto boil the blood. of most people 'more than hypOcrisy. What
other, ·exltggerated about themcould be worse t}um a person
selves _or put their best foot forwho says one thing and does , - Ward to impre5s a
another? Titey•first come. across. acquaintance? I ·imagine very
few, yet we. don't consider ouras nice, friendly and virtuous,
then they stab you in the back
selves hypocritical. It seems
or otherwise acUmmorally. ,You only reasonable to most .of us

·new

.

'

. ..

.

'

that if you want ·to make. a
good impression you should try
to coneeal the darker side of .
your pers0nality.
It seems to. me the opposite . ·.
of hypocrisy, ultimate straight;; ··
forwardness, should therefore be
highly commendable to most . ·
people who con~mn hypocrites
,as fiendish liars. Ha! These· ··
people, who wear the.ir hearts
on their sleeve are oftentimes
condemned becau5e,.they are so.
upfront about ·their faults and.
feelings. I doubt that very
many people want to be truly

.

honest with everyone cons.ider- ,
ing .the. fact that the best .of us
have both despicable as well as
honorable qualities in our
charader.
.
· ·
. I suspect that the same peopie, whom we are quit::k .t<> 1 call
hypocrites, are the very scirrie
people who realize (though:>. :
mayJ:>e not consciously) their' ....
faults anCI limitations but are-' ;
striving . Jot something better, be
it· moral living; . good health ·•
habits; · political ideology C>r a .
myriad of other honorable.en- :

deavors. Personally, I a.dmire
t~ people more than those
pompous name callers who
have. nothing better to do than
sit on their duff and analyze
the faults of others. Granted,
some of those we call hypocrites are truly pbjectionable
· like certain ·teleVangelists and .
•others who consciously give a ·
: false imp~sion to manipulate.
: others; but, I. believe they are a
small fractiori.'So; what is
wrong· with ·hypocrisy? Plenty, ,
: but mostly our attitudes toward
it:: ·· ,,. " · · ·· ·
··
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Racism· 'felt
at Xavier
Racism is everybody's problem. There is a climate of insidious insensitivity to black hopes
and black aspirations. The effect of racism's resurgence hinders the academic struggle ·for
success.
Knowing that at a predominantly white college there can
be social segregation, uneasiness
from those who have not interacted with other races,. and lack
of concern, many black students refuse the acceptance to
Black colleges. I, along with
many other students at Xavier,
fall into this category. The main
reason students make this decision is to receive the "real
world" experience of predominantly white environments. Yet,

on college campuses, Xavier
being a prime example, blacks
and whites create seperate
worlds, as in their social lives.
At Xavier, there is a diverse
range of minority groups and
there should be an equal range
of activities to captivate ·everyone's attention. Black students
receive a balanced range of
programs only in the month of
February, Black History Month,
which is only 28 days long.
What about the remaining 180
school days?
Black students on white campuses want to have an impact
on campus ·issues and not remain just the lucky recipients of
the white man's education. We
want to feel equality in a class
instead of awkwardness when a
discussion is on slavery, apartheid, civil rights, or racism.
Racism is alive· and well in

the North, South, East, and
WeSt. Unfortunately, it is alive
in institutions of higher learning
as well. Unfortunatly, it's alive
at Xavier University. This institution does not put it's best
foot forward in offering a
healthy exchange of ideas between black students and black
faculty. Maybe this exchange
would be more potent if there
were more than thirteen black
professionals in and out of the
classroom. On account of the
small number of black faculty
and the felt racism, Xavier has
made my decision to stay difficult. With heavy workloads,
the struggle for success can be
hindered when struggling for
equality.
My hopes of the past seven
months .at Xavier can be compared to the dreams of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., who
wished that the nation would
live out the true meaning of its
creed: that all men are created
equal. I too have a dream, a
dream to become a pathologist;
a dream that college presidents
will make the concerns of students primary. No, I have not
been completely satisfied with
Xavier, but I am going to stay
and make a difference.
-by Raquel Black

Race and sex:

It just doesn't matter
bv Elaine fackson
Guest Columnist

does this small minority have
so many academic achievers? I
have not seen that many Asian
teachers that could account for
this statistic. But I can tell you
from the experiences I have had
working with Asians that they
are motivated and that they
work very hard. Many must
overcome not only cultural barriers but also language barriers.
They are not demanding Asian
teachers.
The next minority I would
like to mention are the Hispanics. When one includes both
Hispanic-Americans and the
Hispanics from other countries
that attend Xavier, I would say
there are over 100 Hispanic students. They too are working to

I am writing this letter because I am concerned about the
issues that are being raised by
the Committee for. Academic
Change and the Black Student
Association.
First, I would like to address
the issue of the "dissatisfaction
and the high attrition rate of
black students at Xavier:' There
are over SO countries represented at Xavier (over 200 international students) from cultures that are different from
that of the average American
student at Xavier, and yet, they
seem to be relatively satisfied,
which leads me to ask what,
specifically, has blacks so
dissatisfied?
Joseph Bowman said in a
past letter that a black student
I do not agree that a
can't. relate to a white business
teacher. What does he think
professor should be
this black person will do when
he has to work in a business
hired because. of his or
world that is pedominantly
white? An even better question, her race or sex.
however, is if in reality blacks
have so much difficulty relating
to whites, ·then why was the
overcome. both language and
basketball team so successful
cultural barriers.· Although they
this year? The best players on
may not be as outstanding as
the team are blacks, . and yet
the Asian· students they .still do
they are coached by a white
. not sight the lack of Hispanic
coach and they went on to win professors as a. detriment to
their first NCAA tournament
success. l am Hispanic, and I
know that if I have· the best
game. I assume that what hapqualified and capable teacher,
pened was that all the players
realized they had an exceptional regardless of race or sex, and if
coach, and they worked with
l apply myself, then I will
him to achieve a goal they set
learn. To say otherwise is a
cop-out.
for ·themselves at the beginning
I do not agree that a profesof the season. ·
sor should be hired because of
What counted was that they
his or her race or sex. With. the
worked hard and cooperated to
current rise in tuition, I would
get what they wanted. This
like to see Xavier hire the best
leads me to another question.
teachers it possibly. can, and I
Asians are one of ·the smallest
don't think sex or race has anyminorities in the United States
thing to do With quality or ·
(2 ·percent of the population),
teaching effectiveness. It is the
and yet 10 percent· of the
brightest ·college freshmen in the teaching record and work experience, texts published and recUnited States are Asian. Why

8/lflck problem:

may get a bad impression of
blacks on Xavier's campus.
Well, Mr. Bowman, let's tell it
like it is. Those pictures are
It never fails. Every week Joe there for a reason. These people
Bowman seems to get a quote
are suspected of crimes, and it
in The XmJier Newswire in
is ludicrous for you to make a
which he presents to us the
black/white issue out of those
problems of blacks in our coun- pictures. Your paranoia will
try. The real problem Bowman probably lead you to believe
presents, however, is the lack of pictures of white criminals
leadership among blacks today. would not be hung on the
How is a group like the Black
walls because of their color.
Student Association supposed
Maybe someone shouJd cut picto be taken seriously when its
tures of white people from a
leader makes such ridiculous
magazine and put them on the
statements as the following:
walls of the Safety and Security
1) Xavier should hire more
office so Mr. Bowman does not
black professors because black
feel blacks are getting treated
students can relate .to them bet- unfairly.
ter than they can relate to
whites. If this is true, then
Mr. Bowman has shown he
white students should take
has one characteristic in comclasses from white teachers bemon with another black leader,
cause a person relates well only Jesse Jackson. Their· basic belief
to someone of the same color.
is that any media coverage, no
This system of segregation
matter how ridiculous their
seems to please Mr. Bowman,
statements are, is good for their
cause. As long as Mr. Bowman
but it is unconstitutional. Let's
continues to make ignorant
concentrate on a professor's
qualifications and not his or her statements like the ones mentioned above, many people, incolor.
cluding myself, will simply con2) Recently Mr. Bowman
stated he was upset that in the tinue to ignore his comments
Safety and Security office there and the Black Student Associa- •
tion which he leads.
were pictures of blacks on the
walls. He was upset that people -by Brian Higgins

leadership

·More for the money
by John Garoey
Columnist

volve the business community
in defraying the cost of SAC
ognition in the field that deterJust how will the Student Ac- events by offering them advermine who is a good teacher.
tising exposure. One such strattivities
Council and the Student
Certainly the teacher should be
egy could be.· a "package" deal
Government
Association
proable to relate well with stulike the following: For $250,
gramming
board,
spend
approxdents, but the race or sex of
Xavier's SGA will provide a
imately
$60,000
of
student
the professor is immaterial.
h!)lf-page space in the student
($45,000
allocate!1
plus
money,
The Committee for Academic
directory,
print your company's
$15,000
in
revenue)
in
the
1987Change talks about a "lack of
sponsorship
on all publicity for
88
school
year?
What
kinds
of
intensive efforts to recruit black
two
events,
distribute
coupons
do
Xavier
students
want
events
students". The Admissions ofor
other
materials
to
all
stuin
order
for
87-88
to
be
a
truly
fice, however, made an effort
dents attending each event, and
outstanding year?
and held a day just for blacks
publicly announce your sponThese questions should be
so that they could learn about
at the time of the
sorship
uppermost
in
the
mind
of
Tom
Xavier and meet other students.
2) Send a comprehensive
event.
Harkness,
SGA's
returning
adMr. Bowman himself hurt this
survey to each Xavier student
ministrative vice-president. In
effort by saying he cannot recto evaluate last year's programs
may
be
SAC's
most
fact,
this
ommend Xavier to black stuand
provide student input to
challenging
year.
Consider
the
dents; and, as president of the
this year's plans. In other
BSA, he should have known his following: 1) Raising the drinkwords, SAC should try· some
ing age to 21 could cost a loss
words would have some effect.
direct
representation. 3) Once
$10,000
from
beer
sales
at
of
How can anyone expect Xavier
SAC
selects
a chairperson, deleentertainment
events.
2)
$50,000
to recruit blacks if the BSA
gate
all
SAC
responsibilities to
spread over 30 weeks doesn't
gives such a bad image of
that person. This will permit all
buy
much
in
the
way
of
naXavier?
of SAC's time to be spent coortionally known talent, and the
Finally, I would like to say
dinating fundraising efforts,
pool
of
local
entertainment
·is
that the primary purpose of a
mapping out a coherent proquickly exhausted. 3) Events
university is to provide the opgramming schedule, and trainbe
scheduled
so
they
need
to
portunity for students to
ing class governments, other
do not overlap and are not
achieve academic excellence. If
and clubs.'
councils,
minorities want recognition in a crowded into the middle of the
do
you say, Mr. HarkWhat
week.
university, then they should
ness? It's time to give us a fair
I
offer
What
can
be
done?
strive to achieve academic sucdeal for our SAC dollars.
some possible solutions: 1) Incess. Minority groups should
work to provide scholarships
and to aid the students in
reaching this excellence. By demanding that societies make exThe Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
ceptions in hiring, I feel that
during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
.
minority groups are saying that
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily
they are not equal to the white
those of the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and
majority and need privileged
opinions of columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
treatment.
Subscription rates are $10.00/year within the USA. Subscription inquiries
· I want to be hired someday
should be directed to Jodie Jones, business manager (513-745-3607). Advertising
inquiries will be handled by Kent George,. advertising director (513-745-3607).
· because I am good at what I
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number
'.·do, not because I am a woman
1275.
or because I am Hispanic. I
Reprinting of articles or cartoons without permission of the author and/or
want to be hired because I
The Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited.
have proven to my employer
Editor in chief ......................................... Fred Middendorf
that I am the best person for
Managing editor ........................................ Kimberly Grote
the job. If I were hired because
News editors ............................... Steven J. Baines, ,Jackie Nash
. of my sex or race, I would feel
Perspective editor ..................................... Anthony. Kovalik
degraded because I would have
Associate sports editors ....................... Gregg Becker, Mike Pfiester
Entertainmeilt editor ...............•................... Mary T. Helmes
been hired to fill a quota, and
Photo editor ................................ ; ..... ·.· . . . . . Sabra Hayes
all the time and effort I put
Advertising director ........................................ ·Kent George
into achieving recognition for
Business manager ..................... : .. · · · · . · · · · · .. · · .. · · · Jodie Jones
my abilities would have been
Advisor .... : ................ : ... · .......................... Nancy Walker ...;
wasted.
·

,
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Aldo Alvarez photo

Outside the front of The Cincinnati Art Museum sits the sculpture, "Way Down East," by Red Grooms,
inspired by the film of the same name directed by D. W. Griffith and starring Lillian Gish.

by Aldo Alvarez
Staff Reporter
I stood before miniatures of
Han Solo's starship, the ·Millenium Falcon, one that could fit
in my pa1m and one that's as
big as a trash can Jid.
And I was full of that kind
of awe that we pseudo-intellectual sophisticates would call
trite. I thought I had outgrown
all that "gee whiz, that's neat"
kind of reaction-exactly the
kind of reaction that I was experiencing all the way through
the ''Hollywood: Legend And
Reality" exhibit at the Cincinnati Art Museum. I was anxious, full of goose bumps and
carried away by all this decidedly illusory kind of thing.·

for Gone With The Wind! SEE
Hey, I know it's just an epicKing Kong in all his miniatursized soap opera; no major
ized, matted, aged glory! SEE
statements about life, the universe and everything, no myste- the Gozer temple from Ghostbusters, charred by explosions
rious visuals that beg for interpretation. But I do give a damn from the finaJ fight sequence
(with no marshmallow debris in
about it. Sure, I sing praises to
sight)!
Donen &t Kelly's Singin' In The
In the Hollywood exhibit,
Rain, Hitchcock's Vertigo, and
Allen's Manhattan as works of
these dreams are revealed in
art, but they sure are extremely their fragility. The delicate work
on the costumes, the yellowed
entertaining movies apart from
script pages and memos, and
their artistic nature. In fact, it
seems that all these artistic con- the time-worn props serve as a
testament to the inherent frailty
ditions are merely rationalizations upon my fascination
of film. Nitrate prints decomabout movies as a kind of ...
pose and bum, and Eastmancolor fades. Stars age, too
escapist fantasy. You know:
dreams.
·
(Gasp!).
~Clll flt'f)I

.4

cllE'Clln
Cf)fnf;>. lllJE' ( • • •~rt f)f)
f)e111 V11E'I 1'1E> fnf)~IE'~
''Hollywood: Legend And
111 rn, llfE>
Reality" is designed upon that
thought. Movies are dreams in
I mean, I was, and still am,
black and white, in Technicolor,
unabashedly sentimental about
in Cinemascope, in Panavision,
Star Wars, one of the most
in Dolby Stereo.
profitable movies of all time, a
film that's incredibly simpleThe Dream Factory (Hollyminded in its visions of the
wood) spins dreams of people
world, and now, conceptually, a larger than life, icons of what
cliche.
we wish to be, a rendering of a
I've lost count of the times
reality as we would like it to
I've seen it since it opened albe. Life is turned into a plotline
most ten years ago. Star Wars
that's neatly resolved in the
influenced my pre-adolescent
end, happily ever after. These
fantasies and gave a new spark dreams reveal so much about
to my interest, more properly
ourselves, even when they are
described as obsession, with
most removed from "reality:'
movies.
But these dreams are not the
My obsession was initiated
makings of sorcery. The inner
by Fiddler On The Roof (the
workings and techniques of
first movie I remember watchmovies can be revealed. Their
ing and understanding) and
form can be tom apart and reJaws (the first movie I was veconstructed. Hollywood's history
hemently fanatical about).
can be looked into, scandalous
Reinforced by repeated expo- and tormented as it is. The rise
sure to American movies, new
of movies, their reason to exist,
and old, at the mall theatre, on the deals and the pursuit of
television or in videotape, this
profit, are apparent. "Hollybehavior became certifiably fewood: Legend and Reality" lets
verish by the time E. T. was un- us see all of this in no uncerrolled before the eyes of the
tain terms.
world.
Like a badly written press reMaybe I'm giving too much
lease, I marveled at all I could
weight to one movie, one care- SEE at the exhibition. SEE the
fully executed work of enterundersized piano built for a
tainment. I've become exposed
movie that was originally desto more intellectually, spiritually tined to be the lower end of a
and philosophically sophisticated double feature, yet became one
and ambitious "art" films. I've
of the best remembered films of
become literate in cinema. I un- all time: Casablanca! SEE the
der5tand its language and its
preserved Scarecrow costume of.
potential as an art form and as one of the most loved musical
fantasies of all time, a flop that
statement beyond its ability
took thirty years to break even:
to entertain.
The Wizard Of Ozl
But there's still that pull that
makeS me sit down and watch
But, wait! There's morel SEE
Gone With The Wind time and the golden calf from The Ten
time again. Just because, I must Commandments, sans gyrating
admit, it's fun to watch.
heathens! SEE the deal sheets

a

~e11t
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Jean Harluw lounging on a bear skin rug in George Hurrells 1934
studio portrait.

"Hollywood: Legend and Reality"
Cincinnati A.rt Museum

()1E>e1rnhxlt
Even more fragile is the concept of Tinseltown's hold on
our imagination and our perceptions of the world. Why do
we believe a man can fly? Why
do we become engrossed with
the most ridiculous romances,
melodramas and comedies, romanticized westerns, war and
action flicks, and implausible
suspense and horror photoplays7 People just don't burst
into song and dance before,
during or after feeling a deep
emotion or its plot equivalent.
At their most basic concept,
movies attempt to break time
into chronologically-run still
frames, creating the illusion of
movement. There is so much illusion involved in movies, one
cannot help but wonder why
we are so easily tricked into
believing;
Like Elmer Fudd, who breaks
into Bugs Bunny's dreams in a
classic Looney Tunes cartoon,
movies invade our consciousness and shape our dreams as
much as they are shaped by
them. And the clever trickery
of these magicians, like the
Wizard of Oz's machinery, is
easily discovered, as evidenced
by the exhibit.
But when these dreams hit a
hidden chord in ourselves, it's
magic. We willingly submit ourselves under that enchantment.
We stretch our ability to sustain
disbelief, because we love to be
led on.
·
It's a perfect relationship. A
game. They take us for a ride
and we pay for it.
Just as long as nobody gets
hurt.
I find myself irretrievably
spellbound.

April 14 - June 21

Call 621-lllO
for ticket information

'.•t.
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ClllclllJ1clll 411 ..u~urn
' dent Kennedy in 1964. Even the
resurgence of "reality" with
such pieces as artists' conceptions and storyboards from the
'60s Bonnie and Clyde and The
Graduate elicits awe at the inner-workings of such classic
counter-culture inspirations.

1,lll()lt lJll ltt?§
rn()~l~8~ rnl11cl8
by Mary T. Helmes
Entertainment Editor
The word "Hollywood" conjures up many images. It can
be a mental picture of the word
itself spelled out over the Hollywood hills .. It can be a vague·
notion of movie lots, glamour
queens, ·or bigwig directors
from the 1940's films. It can be
synonymous with words like
"glitz" and "fame:'
But where does· the mental
picture of "Hollywood" begin to
mesh with the reality of the
work, influence and art. of ·more
than 70 years of movie-making?
The Cincinnati Art Museum in
conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES) seeks to
bridge the· gap with "Hollywood: legend and Reality;' an
exhibit of film clips, costumes,
props, paintings, scripts and
more from the silent movies of
1910 to the special-effects extravaganzas of the pre5ent day.

lri tll~ t:iqlririlri" •••
SITES director and Cincinnati
native Peggy Loar admits to a
fascination with the concept of
''Hollywood;' citing her "naive
Midwest curiosity about this
thing called. 'Hollywood:"
Speaking at the Cincinnati Art

Museum last week, Loar

~

called that the idea· for a travel,;.. ing Hollywood exhibition was
' hatched when she and former
curator of the National Film Institute Michael Webb sipped
California wine on a terrace a
few miles from Hollywood.
Calling herself the "dreamer"
and Webb the "pragmatist,"
Loar found that locating enough
pieces of Hollywood's past to
form an exhibit was difficult as
"often (as) they (movie-makers)
trashed their history:' Accordingly, Loar and Webb moved
from a fascination with the
"thing called Hollywood" to a
dedication to preserving what
Loar sees as "Hollywood as history; Hollywood. as art; Hollywood as cinema. We needed to
preserve what we could for the
future:'
Webb sounded somewhat
more. like the dreamer than the
pragmatist when he spoke.
"What really counts is what
you bring to it," he said of the
exhibit. "I hope that you will
find something .that will touch
you in a .very personal way:' .
lilt? lt?cll W()tlcl
Segmented into rooms representing .certain eras in moviemaking, ''Hollywood. : Legend
and Reality" ·brings the viewer
face-to-face with articles of both
onscreen fantasy and everyday
reality.
·
.
The influence of World War I
on the film industry .is notable;
Posters· of Douglas. Fairbanks in
his .n:tovie roles hang near a
photo of him in 1918 selling
war bonds to a huge crowd.
Mary Pickford· appears on a
poster for Cecil B. DeMille's
The Little American. Donald
Duck romps onscreen in a film
clip from ·World War II parodying Hitler with a rendition of
Spike Jones' ''The Fuhrer's Face:'

lllu§l()ri clricl
cll§llltJ§l()ll

It was upon entering the fi... .
.
~ fo s.
t Boul
nal exhibit section, "Fountain of . n . h
y, th 1967-,, th t
l't
.
1~0 1is
pas.er r unse
e1 10
vard starring Gloria Swanson,
f : ht ad' ~lla . y
thoufo,
e rm o . s11g . 1st. us10n.
ment crept mto this viewer. The 1950
clips from more recent films
The Exorcist-whose demonic
seemed dustier and more trueeyes move. Once away from
to-life than even the most realthis case, the viewer lands
istic of earlier films. The line
smack in the middle of all the
between the world onscreen and posters, accessories and books
the world in which the viewer
even remotely connected to
.
lives seemed to blur, and then
Hollywood-and all for sale.
give way to a sudden onslaught
iiii(l!t? H" fllCtlJlf?~~
of monsters, parts, and plastic.
Mary T. Helmes photo
The exhibit ends in a few
Perhaps the exhibit is not
Dick Smith's model of Linda Blair possessed by the devil from 1973's rooms filled with models of
quite perfect, but as Webb
The Exorcist.
States, "What really matters is
spaceships and creatures from
the big picture:'
movies such as Star Wars and
Valentino!-was once its inhab- Gremlins. Our world seemingly
With the advance of the
After all, why should one
Cold War, . the exhibit brings
itant. Over there was Rick's
even try to touch the aura of
has been abandoned by the
piano from his Casablanca cafe, moviemakers in this section for
out the strange proliferation of
some famous persona through a
science fiction· movies, including and alongside it an original
few articles of clothing behind a
special-effects worlds that exist
script, complete with editors'
a model of a flying saucer
wall of glass7 When one sepasolely on the screen. Somehow
marks and scrawled notes.
wedged into the dome of the
rates the movie image from the
the Star Wars ships and E.T.
Capitol building from the 1950's Classic films actually began as
figures seemed too lifeless. Even pieces one faces, props and
such messy, unassuming pieces
classic Earth Vs. the Flying
scripts become nearly ordinary.
the amazingly small matte
of paper?
Saucers. A little later, the
painting of The Wizard of Oz's But the legend persists.
When I found myself in front Emerald City and the tiny .
viewer can see film clips from
"Hollywood: Legend and
of Ray Bolger's Scarecrow cos1964's cynical comedy with PeReality" is an exhibit dedicated
moveable model of the tragic .
tume from The Wizard of Oz
ter Sellers: Stanley Kubrick's
to the memories of everyone
King Kong seemed more real
(1939), Webb's hope that I •
Dr. Strangelove, or HCYW I
who has ever sat in a darkened
than the tnodem science fiction
would. find something thaf
Learned to Stop Worrying flnd
theater, quite literally in another
props.
touched me person~y was cer•
Love the Bomb.
world. With all its juxtaposition
Even worse, the final pieces
tainly fulfilled. Like most peoSuch exhibit pieces show the
of influence and lightheartedon display bring a horrifying
influence that world events have ple, I watched the movie umpness, real and unreal, it is an
anticlimax to the whole event.
teen times in my childhood, ....
on cinema, yet as one passes
1n· the same final glass case: are [ exhibit to which one can relate.
and seeing my favorite· charac.:.
from room ·to room, it is only
It is a fitting collection of
a Gremlin, a vicious animal
ter's costume up close actually
too clear the effect that Amerimodel from Wolfen, and the
movie and moviegoer and "that
brought tears to my eyes. I
can movies has had on the avswivel-headed dummy of a pos- thing called 'Hollywood"' that
could see myself as a child
erage person in return. Certain
should not be missed.
sessed
Linda Blair-from 1973's
hearing Dorothy tearfully tell
objects made me literally stop
the Scarecrow that she would
in my tracks, thrilled to be so
miss him most of all.
close· to a piece of historyNot really '1egend" but more
often what I considered my
2649 Robertson
like "magic" pervades this exown personal history.
hibit; even if it is magic sup4 ~ll()llcll f()lJCll
plied by the viewer's mind or
memories. Fred Astaires dancRudolph Valentino's "suit of
•
lights" from his 1922 film Blood ing shoes. Gene Kelly's exuberance in MGM's An American
and Sand rendered me immoin Paris. Marilyn Monroe's
bile. I stared at the beaded
cloth of the jacket, trying to ac- beaded gown that she wore to
c::a.
flJ
sing "Happy Birthday" to Presi~
tually imagine that Valentino:.....
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Psssst... Edgecliff Residents
You don't have to leave the Hyde Park area.
Rooms now available in private home.
Kitchen privileges and use of LR, DR,
and sundeck.
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Make-Up Artist
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We are looking for aggressive, young
people interested· in. mak¢~up .and retail
sales; no experience needed. Retail or.
marketing background. a: plus, flexible
hours, full-time, part-tirne positions
available for downtown and branches~
Salary + comm. + benefits package.
Apply in person downtown Cincinnati
Lazarus; 7th floor Beauty Salon.

LAZARUS
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One Dollar Off
Any Large Pizza
2 Items or more
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Currents
Compiled by
Mary T. Helmes
Entertainment Editor

Pop! goes the recital
Voice students of Harriet
Beebe will perform songs
from classic favorites to contemporary hits in a pops recital Thursday, April 23, at
8 p.m. in Xaviers Maxwelton Hall on the Edgecliff
campus. Admission is f~.

Student, teache~ symphony brass
The Xavier University
Brass Choir, under the direction of Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra tubist Michael
Thornton, performs tonight,
April 22, at 8 p.m. in the
University Center Theatre.
Featuring Xavier student and
faculty musicians, the Brass
Choir welcomes CSO keyboardist Robert Muckenfuss
and tubist/percussionist Richard Jensen for this free
concert.

XU Concert Choir
makes beautiful music
The Xavier University Concert Choir under the direction
of music department head Dr.
Helmut Roehrig gave their
spring concert on Sunday, April
12, in the University Center
Theatre.
Concert Choir performs chorale music ranging from German folk songs to classical
compositions to contemporary
Broadway pieces.
Members may participate in
Concert Choir as a club, or for
credit if desired (MU 160-55).
The choir is planning a European tour for the summer of
1988.

Brought to you oourtesy of

ATs.T

The right choice.

All this jazz ...
The Xavier University Jazz
Ensemble under the direction
of John De Foor will hold an
open-rehearsal Jazz Symposium April 30, at 8 p.m. in
the University Center Theatre. All are invited to attend
and participate in this admission-free rehearsal, which
will be videotaped for promotional and recruitment
purposes.

.· 1968.

, t was a dangerous
time to be young.
An imp0ssible time
to be a hero•
This is the story of
the other side of war•.•
the war
. at home/-1:>

. . . And all that jazz
The Fifth Annual Cincinnati Invitational Jazz Festival
Concert takes place Sunday,
April 26, 7:30 p.m. in the
University of Cincinnati Corbett Auditorium. Sponsored
by the College-Conservatory
of Music, the event features
the Faculty Jazz Septet and
the CCM Jazz Band with
special guests trombonist
Jiggs Whigham and guitarist
Cal Collins. Tickets for this
show are $4 general
admission.
Jazz clinics with 34 high
school jazz ensembles will
also run on April 26 from
9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Clinic performances are
free and open to the public.
For information on either
event, call the CCM Concert
Line at 475-4163.
·

~·.

Bard o' the Irish
Irish educator Bartholomew "Batt" Burns will offer
, audiences a chance to laugh
and wonder at his unique
.storytelling talents when he
~performs April 27, at 8 p.m.
Hn the Terrace Room of Xavier's University Center. The
event is sponsored by the .
Xavier University Irish-Amer.:.
ican Cultural Institute. FOr
·ticket information, call 745-

3201.

·UNIVERSITYsponsored
CENTER
THEATRE
by
· .· · ··
· ·. ·
MONDAY, APRIL 27
8:00 PM

• .
.

STUDENTACTIVITIESCOUNCIL
. XAVIER UNIVERSITY
·

Tickets are require~. Tickets available at SAC office or
the Information Desk beginning April 23.

·.. ·...·.· Xavier. "'ewswire · ·
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As soon as lfinished Advanced
Training, the Guard.gaveme a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to ·
.more than ·$11,000 over the six years
I'm 'in the Guard.
And if I.take otit a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-upto
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for justa little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any Car wash will give you.

. ·. Wheri my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobsJo pay for college.
·. They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints,·.putting in long hours
for little pay. . . · · . ··
·
.· Notme. Myjob takes just one
weekend a month andtwo weeks a year.
Yet, I'n1 earning $18,000 for college. · ·
Because I joined rny local Army
National Guard.
.
• <<They'rethe peopl~ wl}o help <?Ur
stat~ d,µring emergenc.ies hke hurncanes and. floods. They're also an
ill1WrtaJ1tpart of our country's military
de ense .. / ·......... .· .. ·. .
.
.·. ·<: So.,:§ipq~.J~rii'.helpingtheipdo such
anim.poftantjo&,.lhey're h.elp1ng me
111a~e,··i.ttlgqµgf1 ~cho.ol.
,.
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THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600;:: OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
..

. *In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
<St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. Jn Alaska, consult yourlocal
phone directory.
.
.
•c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
.
.

r--------------------,

I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015 · 1
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Spring Breakaway

Rerce competition makes $1!ccesS of: ~,~ri11uBletlfNlt
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by Kris Smead .
Staff· Reporter
In only the second year of
events, Spring Breakaway II
proved to be a succes5 once
again in 1987. Although not as
elaborate as last year, these .
events were a true demonstration of fun, competition, and
sportsmanship;
The struggle among the
women's teams was fierce until
Active .Ingredients dominated
the games and secured first
place by winning eight events.
For Active Ingredients, Kerry.·.
Durham repeated as champion
of the middleweight arm wres.
.
0
tling division, while Mary
Team members.pull·their strength during the tug~of-war competition.
Horan and Lori Herzog won
the heavyweight and· lightweight
Spring
events and winners:
brackets respectively. ,
Men
.Women
Crayons
Tricycle
Race
Members
· Boasting dominance from the
· Active Ingredients
Members
Wiffleball
beginning, the Members were
. Lori Herzog
Arm Wrestling: light
DaveElkamp
relentless in their pursuit and
, Kerry OUrham
iniddle
Steve
Ahlrichs
capture of the men's Spring
. heavy·
Mary Horan
Dave Mercurio
Breakaway title. Struggling with
Active Ingredients
Members
Innertube Relay
Cafe Food for first place, ari
Active
Ingredients
Scavenger
Hunt
CafeFood.
opening day tricycle race vie- .
2nd
Floor
Socks
Team
Handball
Active
Ingredients.
tory proved to be the key for
Active
Ingredients ·
CafeFood
Tug-0-War
.
the Members. Steve Ahrichs, of
., Membets•.
·Ci'ayons
Obstacle
Course
the. Second Floor Sacks, also reCrayons
Members
3 on 3 Basketball
peated as· the middleweight arm
CafeFood'
3
on
3
Volleyball
wrestling chan;tP·
.

er8akaway

Karen Sunderman photo

· Mary Lynn muddles her way through the obstacle course.

WE'RE MOVING!

.~

\

SAMl/Burke's·data collection stall is geared up and ·
ready to go!
·
WHERE-"The lleart of W.1lnht Hills"
WHEN- May, 1!18i
WHY- •Great location - 15 minutes away from
our downtown office
• Easy access to public transportation
• Free parking for all shifts
• Several restaurants within walkin11
distance
• Close proximity to U.C. and Xavier/
Edgecliff
Why not consider ~1inin11 us in our new facility. Come
to our downtown office, l«KI Broadway and talk to
one of our Employment Recruiters. Monday. April 2i
or Tuesday, April 28. Our recruiters will be available
4:1KI - i:IKI p.m .. both days to discuss part-time
employment opportunities.
SAMl/Burke offers $4.liO starting salary, paid trainin11.
bonuses based on performance, potential for lull-time
alter 6 months of employment and free parking.
Immediate need for evening shill.
An Et1tml 01>1>urtunity l·:mployt.•r

PUlYOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer·Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical core, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact on
Air Force recruiter. Find out what .
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call
MSgt Ron Philpot
, : ·
(513) 772-5810 collect.:·

Ruggers. win in the clutC:h
by John Lcrwey

Staff Reporter
The Xavier Rugby Team, in
perhaps their finest game of the
year, defeated the highly touted
Ohio University squad 19-16 in
overtime on Saturday, April 11,
at· Asmann Field.
The· game ended in a· 16-16
tie after the MuSkies squandered
a 16-4 · lead as OU scored two
quick tries (scores) on long runs
late in the second half. The
Xavier ruggers did not fold,
however, and with a truly inspiring team effort managed to
come away with the win during
the 10-minute overtime period.
This margin of victory was
provided by senior Jon Geers,
who nailed a penalty kick midway through overtime. For
Geers, it was his fifth penalty
kick of the game; each· good
kick is .worth three points.
The only try of the game for
the Muskies was scored by sen.ior Eugene Reilly on a heads-up
runoff a penalty play. Reilly
caught OU napping and took it
in for the score.
The. game was intense,. and
both teams hit hard.
The difference in the game
came down to the play. by the
Xavier. pack. This group. of·
eight team members (nori-rugby
watchers can compare them. to ·
linemen iri foOtbalI) .rallied,, .
.around .the .awe..mspiring play·
. ofJohn Baroni; pioVidingJhe
difference in the game.
The. emotional victory left the

XU team drained both physically and mentally, making it
difficult for them to get ready
for their second game against
Eastern Kentucky. The result
· was a lo;.6 loss to a well-rested
EI<U team who had thrashed

Denison four hours earlier.
Overall, this tournament. was
a great success, and with a little help, there could be a second annual tournament next
year.

'-.,!
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Cloudy skies spell doom• for the Milskies
gled. Then Lawson evened the
score in the second with a leadoff home run.
It rained hard the night beMeanwhile, Burkhart settled
fore and the weather forecast
down and found his rhythm.
called for additional showers
With his forkball working to
throughout the day. The Muperfection, he continually bafskies' schedeu)ed double-header
fled the Buckeye hitters, retiring
against Ohio State University
11 men in a row at one point
was just about. cancelled when
in the game.
the sun peaked through the
However, the OSU pitcher
clouds. Yet the sun would only
was simultaneously silencing the
shine on OSU that day.
Muskie bats. XU did have a
The Musketeers dropped both chance to break the 2-2 tie with
games by scores of 9-2 and 8-7,
runners on the corners and
but the score of the first game
only one out in the fourth in- ·
was much closer than it indining. Coach Larry Redwine
cates. Those in attendance were called for the suicide squeeze.
treated to some excellent pitchThe hitter, Tony Warwick, exeing by Xavier's Rob "Bo" Burkcuted the bunt perfectly, but ·the
hart, who has been the team's
runner at third, freshman Mike
most consistent pitcher since
Macaitis, hesitated and was
spring break. He scattered six
thrown out at the plate.
hits, · surrendered five runs in
Heading into the top of the
six innings and dropped. his reseventh with the score still tied,
OSU erupted for seven runs on
cord to 4-2 on the season.
only three base hits. A combiFor those who did not witness the game, the run total is
nation of walks and errors crevery deceptive. With any Juck,
ated the disaster.
Burkhart could have only been
Coach Redwine later said,
''The first game would have
charged with one run. As a
measure of his effectiveness, one been ours if we had somebody
need only look at the number
to put in for relief:• Under norof ground balls thrown. Of the
mal conditions, that somebody
20 batters faced, 14 grounded
would have been bullpen ace
Scott Gordon; however, Gordon
out.
would start the second game.
Muskies stumble in first
After the game, Redwine degame
.
fended Mike Roberts, who misplayed a ball in left field dqring
The first
opened in a
that disappointing seventh ihrather. inauspicious manner for
ning. ''There were several facXavier as third baseman Kip
Funke fielded a ground ball and tors at work on that play;' he
said. "First, he was out of posithrew it wildly over the head
tion and playing too deep for
of first. baseman Scott Lawson.
the hitter at the plate. Secondly,
That play set the tone· for the
rest ·of the day· and rattled
he's not an outfielder. Because
of an injury to Jeff Ahr, and
Burkhart. The Muskies found
themselves down 2-0 in the first wanting to get him some playinning.
ing time, I put him out there.
He didn't properly judge the
Xavier struck back in the
ball, but I can't fault him;' said
home half of the first as Bill
Redwine.
Gordon and Jeff Ahr both sin-

by Jim Avritt

Staff Reporter

same

Gallant comeback ends in
defeat
In the second game, Scott
Gordon made his first collegiate
. start. Though a starter in high
school, Gordon has pitched exclusively out of the bullpen for
the Muskies. But as circumstances would dictate, Redwine
was forced to start Gordon. XU
battled but lost 8-7.
Over the weekend, the team
traveled to Indianapolis for four
conference games against Butler.
The Muskies were victorious in
three of the four games. Outside of Burkhart, Redwine used
his four best pitchers against
the Bulldogs, and thus had no
one left to face the Buckeyes. "I
didn't have any confidence in
anybody else to start and get
the job done;' he explained.
Though unable to hold a
lead on three separate occasions, Redwine was nevertheless
pleased with Gordon's performance against OSU. "After today, I fee) very good about using him as a starter in the
future;' said Redwine. "Once he
gets reacclimated to starting, I
think he's going to be
outstanding:'
Besides messing up the starting rotation, the games against
Butler had another effect. :rkey
drained. the team mentally. "It's
only natural that we were not
100 percent mentally ready to
play today;' said Redwine. "You
know that going in. You hope
not to be mentally lazy, but we
were:' This laziness was apparent in the numerous base running and fielding mistakes that
the Muskies committed.
Following the back-to-back
losses to OSU, Xavier's record
now stands at 17-14.

Sabra Hayes photo

Chris Floyd smashes another pitch with power.
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Baby Sitter

PRIVATE MATH TUTOR

Room and Board in occasional care
for one pre-school child. Westwood
area - transportation arrangements
are possible.

Basic Math Through Celculus
HENRY F. RYAN
319 Hcwall k/e. Apt. 7
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220

Cell 862-8229 Iller 8:30 p.m..

751-4747 After 3 P.M.

Sugar 'n' Spice

RHtaun1nt

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables

A Muskie minute...
This column is a new section that will give additional
information to the readers
about people at Xavier.

Larkin invited to Pan
Am tryout
Byron Larkin, XU's 6-foot3 junior guard, is among 63
college basketball players invited to participate in tryouts
for the US team for the Pan
American games, which will
be held August 7-23 in Indianapolis. The invitation
came from the Amateur Basketball Association of the
United States.
Larkin captured numerous
national honors again this
season: honorable mention
All-American (The Sporting
News); first team All-Mideast
(Basketball Times); second
team All.:.Midwest (Basketball
Weekly); and All-District
four (United States Basketball
Writers ·Association).

Musketeers.
Blanton averaged 13 points
per game this past season
and finished fourth on the
school's all-time scoring
chart. As a two-year starter
for Lafayette coach Grant
Arnold, she helped her team
compile a 41-10 record in
those two seasons.
Blanton, who chose Xavier
over Indiana State, Vanderbilt, UCLA, Duke and
Northeastern, was impressed
with Xavier academically and
liked the proximity of the
school.
What sold her, however,
was Ehlen. "I'm really excited about going there;' exclaimed Blanton. "He's got a
positive attitude and he's
.
going to do a Jot for the
program. If anyone else was ·
coaching;· I don't think I
could have gone there
(Xavier):'

·Xavier .·nabs a sleeper

Phelan and· Summe receive awards

Kim Blanton, a S-foot-5
guard from Lafayette High
School. in Lexington, Ky.,
has become the first player
to sign with the Lady

Seniors Kate Phelan and
Robert Summe are this year's
recipients of the Father Paul
L. O'Connor Award. The
award is ·given to the male

and female senior athletes
who best exemplify the ideals
of Xavier University athletically, academically and in
service to others.
Phelan, a four-year letter
winner for the Lady Musketeers basketball squad, has
maintained a 3.4 GPA while
majoring in English with options in communications/ advertising. She was nominated
Academic All-American by
the US Achievement
Academy.
Phelan started in 56
straight contests for the Lady
Musketeers and was co-captain in her junior and senior
campaigns
Summe, from Fort Mitchell, Ky., was a four-year letterman for the Musketeer
swim team. The pre-med
major with a 3.6 GPA has
been accepted to the University of Louisville Medical
School.
Summe was the Musketeer's top performer in the
butterfly and individual medley during his career. He
holds the school record in
the 400 medley relay
(3:44.35).

4381 Reading Rd. (between Tenneasee Ave. &Victory Parkwa
Across from Natorp's
Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.

Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

STUDENTS WANTED
for part-time work

bigg•s
offers flexible scheduling
and competitive pay.
We need:
Cashiers
Carriage Cleoo
Stock Cleoo
Garden Cleoo
For consideration, apply in person
MON. thru FRI., SAM - 4:30PM at
OHIO BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVIC~
1010 1-bspital Drive Batavia, Ohio
(No applicatiom or inquiries at bids store)
E~

OPPORTUNITY EMPlD\'ER
M/F/tW

-----Announcements-----.....
All announcements must be

Artist wanted

sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by
Friday. Please direct mail to
Kimberly ~Grote, editor,

The organizers of Manresa
'87 ar"New Directions". Anyone interested should submit
a drawing to the Student
Development office, attention: Peg Dillon, by Thursday, April 30. A stipend will
be offered to the selected artist. For further information,
contact Anne Reobker at
X2805 or Mary Olberding at
871-5492.
.

Dateline. Also include name
and phone number. Thank
you!

Positions open
Although elections were here
and now gone, are you still interested in becoming involved
.with Student Government7 This
is the time of season to fill
these following positions:
Student Government Secretary - must attend/record all
Senate meetings (Monday, 2:30
p.m.) and make minutes public;
establish office hours;
compensated.
Student Government Treasurer - maintain accurate records
of SGA expenditures; attendance at Senate meetings preferred; compensated.
- University Committees - represent ·the student viewpoint on
a committee of administrators
and faculty. Many important
decisions concerning students
are made in .these various
committees.
Commuter Council President,
Vi~President, and Sec./Treas.
- represent the concerns of
commuters through many aspects in Student Government
and· Xavier life as a whole.
As of t9<1ay, applications are
available at the information
desk and Student Government
offices. If you have any questions or concerns, contact
Jeanne Hamilton, SGA president, at ·X-3961 (home) or X3560 (office).

Alpha Sigma Nu
On Sunday, April 26, Alpha Sigma Nu will hold its
spring induction banquet for
inductees and their parents.
A reception for all Alpha
Sigma Nu members will follow. The banquet dinner will
~

•.

,.

begin at 7 p.m. with the reception at 9 p.m. in the Terrace Room of the University
Center. At the reception, a
yearbook picture will be
taken, and graduate gowns
will be distributed to seniors.
For more information, contact Kenneth Wedig at 961U25.

Walk.America
The March of Dimes
needs volunteers to assist in
registration, photography,
checkpoints, security and
tabulation for WalkAmerica
weekend, April 25 and 26.
To volunteer, contact Shannon at 396-7500.
Any Xavier students interested in participating in the

30 kilometer walk should
contact John Brickweg at
821-8236.

Art opening
A thesis painting exhibition, entitled "Moods of
Emery" by Lisa Bollinger will
open April 23 and continue
through April· 27 at Emery
Hall. The artist employs
acrylic and pointillistic techniques to give form to· her
fascination with light, and its
contrast with darkness. This
show is unique in its subject:
interior and exterior views of
Emery Hall, the building in
which the exhibition is
shown. Gallery hours are
Sunday through Friday, 1-5

p.m. Opening reception is
April 26, 1987, 2~4 p.m.

Water fun
Xavier University has
made available reduced admission tickets to THE
BEACH Waterpark. Student
days are from May 30
through June U. Each ticket
is good for six admissions at
$8.20 each. Tickets are· avaliable in Student Development,
the bookstore and in the residence halls.

WORD PBDCESSING

Resumes, Papers
WOBDIMlnll, DIC.
88S-'IM8
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Annual editor
Applications for the editor
in chief of the 1987-88 Musketeer annual are now being
accepted. For more information or to apply, contact
Vicki Jones at X3331. Deadline for all applications is
Monday, Apfil-27.

Senior involvement
Applications for the Senior
Core Committee are available at the information desk.
Five senior will be selected
to organize senior events for
the 1987-88 school year. Application deadline is April
22.

Con-ection
The Xavier Newswire regrets inaccuracies which appeared in the article,. "Security against suicide;' (April
8). The article led readers to
believe that 281-CARE is
solely a suicide intervention
program; however, it actually
deals with .any crisis situation. In addition, the article
states that the University
Hospital Emergency Psychiatric Facility is a Jong-term .·
counseling· program. The facility is not for Jong-term pa.:.
tients; rather, this facility is
for emergency cases only.

Nowhere else iin t6wn
can you f in·d
OVERALLS

WOMEN'S CLOTHES &. SHOES'

~~r~

2753 Observatory Avenue
Hyde Park • 871-1778
OPEN until 7:00 P.M, M • Th.
untll 6:00 P.M. Frl.&Sat.
12 • 4:00 P.M. Sunday

for.$20.0FF
stonewash - double stonewash
black - pin stripe - · two tone !!!
ALL REGULARLY $78. - $85
(Valid until April 30, 1987 or while supply-last~lll)
· ·.
(Not valid with any other discounts)
.

